Victorian Planning authority
Level 25
35 Collins Street
MELBOURNE VIC 3000
Objection to Proposed Development Plan - Pakenham East (C234)
My wife and I are appalled at the current 'proposed plan' and must object strenuously to it's
implication and application to our area.
1) No proper consultation with residents with sufficient time to respond, shows complete
lack ofrespect or regard to the people you are supposed to be looking out for.
2) You are taking a quiet 'leafy area' and destroying not only it's value, but it's tranquillity
and wildlife with little to no regard to the effect it will have when you open up Ryan Rd to
the traffic flows you so ineptly suggest.
3) You have taken from us the right to plan for our families future by having Council put
stringent demands on what we can and can't do on our block when we built here not less
than 3 years ago, and now decide you want to change the rules, in so doing you are planning
to throw every thing that we worked so hard for down the toilet, ifyou had have posted your
intention to stuff up this area in the beginning we would most definitely have built
somewhere else, in this you show a complete disregard for your own initial plans to
accommodate 'Big Business'
I suppose it's easy to bend to the demands ofthe wealthy and throw out all the values you
say your trying to protect.
It would have been so easy to develop the east side ofRyan Rd into halfacre lots
and close it off the mainstream traffic, thus keeping it true to 'Your Values' oflow density,
without compromising either the developer or current residents.
Really! Is this our tax dollars at work? Brainless and disgusting is what this is.
Sincerely yours,

